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TO	
—
L

FROM

SUBJECT : ALFERTCHa, Nikolai Fyodorovich

REFERENCE: Salzburg 430 C.I.6. Report "SUBJECT: Alleged
Soviet Agents in Salzburg area" dated 7.2.47.

1. The information on the susbect Soviet a gents contained
in reference report was given to L.:	 a by C	 ion 28.1.47.
Source of the information is FEDORCMICL, Vladislav, a local Polish
cut-out referred to it:	 ft by	 1 FEDOROWIC'L obtained the
report from subject, who is apparently willing to distribute
this type of information on suspect Soviet agents to any one
interested.	 In the past, subject has been known to be in
contact with various intelligence agents end officials in
Salzburg, including E	 1 and t	 . Subject is known
also to have given inform: tion to the formerly active TURKUL
Group in this area. He is a member of the National Working
Union of the New Generation, commonly referred teliATIONALE
MALCHIKI, which has its headquarters in Kassel, Germany.
(Refer numerous previous reports and references to this Organ-
ization, which is headed locally by one ROPZEVITCH.)

2. If you consider the type of information in referenoe
report of sufficient interest and value, I shall contact
subject, who will be delighted to sell this type of information

• to an American Intelligence representative. I feel that the
collection of this type of information is primarily a
function, and C.I.C. has already built up . numerous references.
on probably all of the suspect Soviet agents, which have been
reported by subject in the past. In my opinion, this type

of agent can be of use to us under our present directives,
only if he can be closely supervised, and developed into

following up his low level leads to deteraine when a suspect
Soviet agent is actually performing an assignment or mission
for a higher Soviet intelligence authority.

3. has already expressed his opinion that subject
could possibly be developed into an useful agent. Please
give me all your views on this matter, plus a resume of the
undoubtedly nuMerous traces on hand, which may be of assistance
in arranging a local contact, should this be decided upon.
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